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OFFICE OF THE TASMANIAN
QUALIFICATIONS AUTHORITY

BRIEFING NOTE FOR THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER,
THE TASMANIAN QUALIFICATIONS AUTHORITY

SUBJECT:

Technical Graphics – Foundation, TQA level 2

PURPOSE:

To seek accreditation of the proposed courses.

BACKGROUND:

At its meeting of 5 June 2013 the Authority decided that work on a
replacement course in this area was required. At its meeting of 2
October 2013 (Agenda Item 2.3) the Authority noted work required
and specifications related to development of a replacement course in
Technical Graphics – Foundation TQA level 2 (2.3 Attachment A at
p.8).
The Specifications are given at Attachment A.
Work on developing a replacement course was undertaken by a
group of writers supported by the Department of Education. An
Accreditation Submission was sent to the Office on 20 December
2013 (Attachment B).
The proposed course was analysed against the Specifications. Some
issues were identified (Attachment C).
The Office undertook refinement of the course document to address
issues noted in the initial analysis. Actions included:
• clarifying criteria and standards
• organising Course Content and clarifying terms such ‘the
first principles’.
Mr Ken Laughlin (Hobart College) provided the Office with
technical advice and helped us in communications with the writing
team.
Because of the technical nature of the course we published a draft of
the document for general comment in the period 7 to 17 March 2014.
No comments were received.
The course document was published as an Exposure draft for
comment as part of the accreditation process in the period 24 March
to 7 April 2014. No comments were received.
The proposed course has been analysed against the TQA’s Course
Accreditation Criteria (see Attachment D). Minor typographical
errors identified have been corrected.

CURRENT SITUATION:

The following course document is ready for accreditation
consideration (Attachment E):

New course:
Technical Graphics –
Foundation TQA level 2 size
value 15
ISSUE:

RECOMMENDATIONS:

Replacing:
Technical Graphics –
Foundation TQA level 2 size
value 15

1. The Accreditation Submission (Attachment B) notes that,
“Professional Learning for teachers who do not have the
required CADD skills needs to be sourced and implemented
during 2014.”
While this has not been raised as an issue in the Exposure
Draft invitation for comment the Office might consider ways
to bring this to providers’ attention.
That the courses be accredited for use from 1 Jan 2015 to 31 Dec
2019.
That the courses be assigned a robustness level of 3.
That the courses be assigned the following characteristics for the
TCE:
Course:
Technical Graphics – Foundation
TQA 2 size value 15

PREPARED BY:

TCE Contribution:
level/credit points towards
participation and
achievement standard for
PA or higher
TQA 2, 15 credit points
TCE Contribution:
‘Everyday Adult’
standard for SA award or
higher
NA

Dr Michael R Jenkins
Liaison and Development Officer
Date: 14 April 2014

APPROVED BY CEO:

Acting under delegation from the Tasmanian Qualifications Authority to
accredit senior secondary courses.
Delegation to the CEO of the power to make accreditation decisions under
Section 26 is limited to those cases which meet the conditions below:

!
Delegation Conditions
The course proposed clearly fits all
the criteria for accreditation
established by the Authority.
Accreditation of the proposed
course is consistent with Authority
policy decisions, including the
need to streamline the number of
courses.

Comment
The proposed course meets the
Authority’s Senior Secondary
Course Accreditation Criteria. See
Attached Reports.
At its meetings of 5 June 2013 and
2 October 2013 the Authority
decided that this replacement
course was required.

An assessment of risk to the
Authority’s reputation of a
decision to accredit the course is
agreed in consultation with the
Chair of the Authority to be low.

The CEO and the Chair of the
Authority met on 19 May 2014.

Course accreditation will only be
carried out by delegation when the
decision is positive (all refusals
will be made by the Authority
meeting) and in full compliance
with Authority policy decisions
Proposals for new courses, unless
previously decided by the
Authority, whether or not fully
compliant in all other respects,
will fall outside the delegation
Cases where there is not
agreement that the risk to the
Authority’s reputation is low
would fall outside the delegation.

The recommendation is for a
positive decision (ie accreditation).

It was agreed that accreditation of
these proposed courses was low
risk.

The proposed course replaces an
existing one. It is not a ‘new’
course.
n/a

Signed: Dr Reg Allen
Dr Reg Allen
CEO, Tasmanian Qualifications Authority
Date: 19 May 2014
Acting under delegation from the Tasmanian Qualifications Authority to
accredit senior secondary courses.

Attachments:
A: Specifications
B: Accreditation Submission
C: Initial Analysis of Proposed Course Against Specifications
D: Analysis of Proposed Course
E: Proposed Course Document

!

ATTACHMENT A: SPECIFICATIONS
Course/s:!Technical!Graphics!3!Foundation!
Office!Use!Only:!Item!8.1!
!
Purpose!
The!purpose!of!this!project!specification!is!to:!
1. guide!the!development!of!a!level!2,!size!value!15,!Technical!Graphics!–!Foundation!!course!to!replace!the!
current!Technical!Graphics!3!Foundation!course,!TEG215110,!(TQA!2,!size!value!15)!that!runs!out!of!
accreditation!at!the!end!of!2014;!
2. require!that!this!course!provide!a!foundation!for!Technical!Graphics!TQA!3!for!learners!aiming!to!
undertake!the!level!3!course.!
!
The!new!course/s!will!be!submitted!to!the!TQA!for!accreditation!consideration!by!31!March!2014,!ready!for!
implementation!in!2015.!
!
!
Background/!Issues!
The!examination!set!for!the!Technical!Graphics!Course!in!2012!looks!very!similar!to!those!set!for!the!Design!
Graphics!courses!twenty!years!ago.!In!that!time,!CAD!has!become!more!and!more!prevalent!and!its!techniques!
and!technologies!readily!available!to!the!extent!that!it!is!essential!to!review!the!course!against!the!requirements!
of!modern!drafting!practice!and!technologies,!at!the!very!least!giving!a!clear!rationale!for!the!very!limited!
presence!of!CAD!in!the!Technical!Graphics!course!and!the!prevalence!of!manual!drafting!procedures.!
Graphical!communication!and!solution!of!design!problems!using!manual!and!computer!aided!drawing!are!
important!techniques!in!several!professions!and!occupations.!These!links!are!not!fully!explicit!in!the!content!
statements!of!the!course!or!in!expectations!about!how!student!learning!will!be!situated!in!such!practices.!!
The!nature!and!type!of!design!problems!around!which!the!course!assessment!is!focused!is!not!clearly!articulated!
in!the!course!document.!
!
!
Specific!work/outcomes!required!
1. A!course!document!that!complies!with!the!course!template!and!that!meet!the!requirements!for!accreditation.!
This!course!will!be!based!on!updating!the!current!courses!to!align!with!contemporary!best!practice!in!
Australia!and!internationally,!paying!particular!explicit!attention!to!the!issues!identified!above.!!
2. An!accreditation!submission!for!this!course!that!meets!the!general!requirements!for!accreditation!
submissions!(see!attachments)!
3. Criteria!and!related!standards!elements!that!are!expressed!in!clear,!unambiguous!language.!The!standards!
must!clearly!describe!the!features/characteristics!of!the!evidence!of!student!work!required!by!the!standard.!
!
The!documents!are!to!be!presented!electronically.!
!
Consultation!required!
The!course!developer!must!consult!with:!
• Schools!and!teachers!involved!with!the!current!courses!
• TasTAFE!!
• University!of!Tasmania!!
!
The!evidence!of!consultation!must!show!that!it!has!been!sufficient!to!identify!all!major!relevant!issues.!
!
!
Course!development!and!documentation!
• Course!developers!must!familiarise!themselves!with!the!Accreditation+Guide+for+Developers+of+Senior+
Secondary+Courses!(see!References).!!
• A!Course+Template!is!available!to!guide!the!format!and!structure!of!the!course!document!(see!
References).!
• An!Accreditation+Submission!template!is!available!to!guide!the!development!of!the!accreditation!
submission!(see!References).!
!

Courses!will!incorporate!sound!curriculum!design!principles!including:!!
•!
internal!coherence!
•!
balance!between!subject3matter3specific!content!and!
broadly!applicable!knowledge!and!skills!
•!
balance!between!breadth!and!depth!of!learning!
•!
balance!between!knowledge!and!process!
•!
clarity!of!learning!outcomes!that!are!distinctive!and!
assessable!
•!
clearly!expressed!performance!standards!expressed!
in!terms!of!the!features!of!student!work!
•!
a!clear!and!evident!connection!between!learning!
outcomes,!content!statements!and!performance!standards!
•!
engagement!of!students!in!significant!‘powerful’!
learning!experiences.!
!
Courses!will!be!consistent!with!the!national!goals!for!schooling!as!identified!in!the!Melbourne+Declaration+on+
Educational+Goals+for+Young+Australians!(see!References).!The!course!developer!should!pay!particular!attention!to!
writing!clear,!distinctive!Learning!Outcomes,!Criteria!and!Standards.!
!
!
Reporting!
The!course!developer!will!submit!to!the!TQA!the!following!reports:!
• by!Tuesday!21!January!2014:!an!initial!plan!and!progress!to!date,!outlining!–!relationships!with!existing!
courses!(TQA!accredited!senior!secondary!and!‘other’!courses,!TQA!recognised!formal!learning!and!VET!
qualifications/units!of!competency);!writing!methodology,!including!critical!milestones!and!the!
proposed!consultation!schedule;!expected!new!directions!for!this!course;!significant!structural!proposals!
such!as!strands!or!electives;!and!where!necessary,!proposals!for!including!and!excluding!ACARA3
developed!Australian!Curriculum!materials.!(course!developers’!experience!in!past!years!suggests!that!it!
is!a!very!good!idea!to!complete!and!submit!this!report!as!early!as!possible,!well!before!the!due!date)!
NB!the!need!to!explore!and!present!specific!evidence!in!relation!to!any!proposed!additional!TQA!level!2!courses!
before!undertaking!further!course!development!activities.!
• by!Friday!14!February!2014:!draft!course!document!
• by!Monday!31!March!2014:!the!final!course!document!with!accreditation!submission!and!consultation!
report.!!
!
!
Timeframe!
The!final!course!documents!and!the!accreditation!submission!must!be!presented!to!the!TQA!by!Monday!31!March!
2014.!
!
Note:!A!document!detailing!accreditation!submission!requirements!is!available!from!
http://www.tqa.tas.gov.au/2006!!
!
!
References!!
• Technical+Graphics+–+Foundation!(TQA!2)+
• Technical+Graphics!(TQA!3)+
• Accreditation+Guide+for+Developers+of+Senior+Secondary+Courses!available!from!
http://www.tqa.tas.gov.au/2006!
• Accreditation+Submission+available!from+http://www.tqa.tas.gov.au/2006!
• Course+Template+available!from+http://www.tqa.tas.gov.au/2006!
• List!of!current!accredited!TQA!senior!secondary!courses!!
• Melbourne+Declaration+on+Educational+Goals+for+Young+Australians+
$
$

ATTACHMENT B: ACCREDITATION SUBMISSION

20 December 2013
Department of Education
early years and schools
CURRICULUM TEACHER LEADER STRATEGY
Marie Phillips
Curriculum Teacher Leader – Technologies (Years 9-12)
c/- Elizabeth College
256 Elizabeth Street
Hobart Tas 7000
Ph (03) 6235 6554
Dr R Allen
The Chief Executive Officer
The Tasmanian Qualifications Authority
PO Box 147
Sandy Bay
Tasmania, 7006
Dear Dr Allen,
On behalf of the Technical Graphics Delegated Course Writing Group and Critical Friends, we formally
request that The Tasmanian Qualifications Authority accredit the proposed course; Technical Graphics –
Foundation 2.
COURSE PROPONENTS: The Technical Graphics Group (November/December 2013) who subsequently
became the course proponents on behalf of the Curriculum Advisory Committee:
Marie Phillips
Curriculum Teacher Leader - Technologies (Years 9-12), Department of Education
marie.phillips@education.tas.gov.au
256 Elizabeth St, Hobart 7000
62 356554
Gordon Clark
Technical Graphics Level 2 and 3 teacher
Hobart College
Olinda Grove, Mount Nelson 7007
gordon.clark@education.tas.gov.au
62 203133
Ken Laughlin
Technology Learning Area Manager and Teacher of Technical Graphics Level 2 and 3
Hobart College and Risdon Prison
Olinda Grove, Mount Nelson 7007
ken.laughlin@education.tas.gov.au
62 203153

Shon McIntee
Technology Learning Area Manager and Teacher of Technical Graphics Level 2 and 3
Launceston College
PO Box 2062, Launceston 7250
shon.mcintee@education.tas.gov.au
63 327820
Kent Moore
Head of Technologies - The Hutchins School
Kent.Moore@hutchins.tas.edu.au
71 Nelson Rd, Sandy Bay 7005
62 21 4233
Please find attached the:
• Accreditation submission including consultation document
• Proposed course document
Yours sincerely,

Marie Phillips
Curriculum Teacher Leader – Technologies (9-12)
Curriculum Services
Department of Education

ACCREDITATION SUBMISSION
TO THE TASMANIAN QUALIFICATIONS AUTHORITY

The course proponents have been requested by the TQA to submit a course document for
Technical Graphics – Foundation TQA 2 for accreditation.
Rationale
This course has been developed to:
• Provide a Technical Graphics course to replace the current Technical Graphics Foundation course, TEG215110, (TQA 2, size value 15) that runs out of accreditation at
the end of 2014
•

Provide a foundation for the pre-tertiary TQA Level 3 pathway course Technical Graphics
(TEG315110) course

•

Include a digital component to the learning involving the use of Computer Aided Drafting
and Design (CADD) systems.

Articulate the nature and type of design problems around which the course assessment is
focused.
Consultation
The consultation for this course included:
•

Preliminary
Consultation

Consultation
• Previous course writers, Kent Moore (The Hutchins School) - 21 October
• Experienced Teacher and Marking Examiner – Shon McIntee (Launceston
College) - 23 October
• Current teacher David Addison (Hellyer College) - 5 November
• Industry – Caterpillar Burnie, Engineering Supervisor, Don Emmerton
• UTAS School of Engineering – David Wood Lecturer in First Year Engineering
Unit titled Computer Aided Design(CAD) and Communication KNE111
• TasTAFE Cert III Engineering (Mechanical) Engineering South, Vincent Coyte
• TasTAFE Built Environment – Certificate IV in Residential Drafting
• Setting Examiner - Ron Bugg – former Engineer for Minerals Council
• Engineering Australia – Vicki Gardiner - liaising with Deakin University
• Peter Thompson – NSW Board of Studies – Industrial Technology and
Graphic Communication
• Jeff Thompson – QSA - Industrial Graphics
• Jill Livett- DATTA regarding VCAA and VCE courses
• Research re GSCE Edexcel Engineering in England
• Ian Clayton, UTAS School of Architecture

8 November

Writers and Critical Friends nominated
Writers
Critical Friends
Shon
Launceston
Vic Boyes
McIntee
College
Kent
Hutchins
Anthony
Moore
School
Crawford
Ken
Hobart
Chris

Launceston College
Scotch Oakburn
College
Rosny College

Laughlin
Gordon
Clark

College
Hobart
College

Hadrill
John
Mainsbridge

Elizabeth College

21 November

Course Shaping Day

22 November

Level 2 and 3 - Writers and Critical Friends with CTL and Tony Woodward
Plan

29 November

Devised and submitted to TQA
Course Writing Day

2 and 3
December
3December
5 December

Course Writers – Content Criteria and standards
Finalising of First Draft for consultation - Course Writers and Critical Friends
Regional Consultation Phase
Sent Draft course to Southern Technology teachers and Learning Area leaders in all
sectors to invite to consultation forums or to provide comment if they could not
attend the regional consultation forums
Regional Consultation – South
First draft of course presented to Southern Senior Secondary teachers for
consultation and comment in meeting at EC
Attendees:
Paul Baker (Guilford Young College), Mike Dowling (Claremont College), Tim Smith
(Graduate UTas Design and Technology with Engineering units)
Writing team and critical friends:
Kent Moore (Hutchins School), Gordon Clark (Hobart College), John Mainsbridge
(EC), Ken Laughlin (Hobart College), Chris Hadrill (Rosny College), Anthony Crawford
(Scotch Oakburn College), Marie Phillips (Curriculum Teacher Leader – Technologies,
Curriculum Services, DoE)
Main areas of discussion:

7 December

9 December

•

Industry standards and how to describe in the document

•

Purpose of course and target groups of learners

Southern consultation suggestions integrated into a revised course document
Sent Draft course to Northern Technology teachers and Learning Area leaders in all
sectors to invite to consultation forums or to provide comment if they could not
attend the regional consultation forums
TQA suggestions about sequencing and topics addressed by one of the writers and
included in document for Northern consultation
Regional Consultation – North
Second draft of course presented to Northern Senior Secondary teachers for
consultation and comment in meeting at UTas Inveresk
Attendees:
Ian Clayton (UTAS School of Architecture) and Adbel Soudan (current UTAS
Architecture student but also has a Degree in Engineering Design Graphics from San

Jacinto Community College in Houston U.S. which included typographical, engineering
and architectural drawing), Anton Bezemer (St Brendan Shaw College), Rhonda Pellow
(Newstead College) David Addison (Hellyer College)
Writing team:
Ken Laughlin (Hobart College), Shon McIntee (Launceston College) and Marie Phillips
(Curriculum Teacher Leader – Technologies, Curriculum Services, DoE)
Main areas of discussion:
•
Purpose of course and target groups of learners
11 December

Draft Course Finalisation Phase

12 December

Revised draft comments received and distilled in discussion with Writers

13 December

Design Final draft sent to Writers and Critical Friends for 24 hour review.
Marie Phillips to collate all feedback.
Draft course document and accreditation submission forwarded to TQA via
Curriculum Services.

Issues from the consultation
1. Relative emphasis of hand, technical and CADD drawing within course has been discussed
and refined during the consultation
2. Consideration of the emphasis of the design process within the folio which was raised by
UTAS School of Architecture but after discussions it was decided that the design
component should be retained and not de-emphasised.
3. Further work was required on the Draft course which has resulted in the final course
document.
Implementation Issue
1. Professional Learning for teachers who do not have the required CADD skills needs to be
sourced and implemented during 2014.
Accreditation
It is recommended that this course is accredited for a five year period.
Marie Phillips
Curriculum Teacher Leader – Technologies, Curriculum Services, Department of
Education
On behalf of the Technical Graphics 3, Course Writers and Critical Friends

ATTACHMENT C: INITIAL ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED COURSE AGAINST SPECIFICATIONS
.
Initial Analysis of ‘draft’ Technical Graphics - Foundation TQA 2 course.
Specifications,
Background/,Issues,
,
The$examination$set$for$the$Technical$Graphics$
Course$in$2012$looks$very$similar$to$those$set$
for$the$Design$Graphics$courses$twenty$years$
ago.$In$that$time,$CAD$has$become$more$and$
more$prevalent$and$its$techniques$and$
technologies$readily$available$to$the$extent$
that$it$is$essential$to$review$the$course$against$
the$requirements$of$modern$drafting$practice$
and$technologies,$at$the$very$least$giving$a$
clear$rationale$for$the$very$limited$presence$of$
CAD$in$the$Technical$Graphics$course$and$the$
prevalence$of$manual$drafting$procedures.$

Does,the,Draft,
meet,this,aspect,of,
the,Specifications?,

TQA,Annotations,

Y!

The!course!reflects!requirements!of!modern!drafting!practice!and!technologies.!!
!
Two!(2)!of!eight!(8)!Learning!Outcomes!relate!to!contemporary!digital!forms!of!
drawing.!
!
The!rationale!and!Course!Description!refer!to!Computer!Aided!Drafting!and!
Design!(CADD).!
!

Y!

Links!are!made!between!Learning!Outcomes,!content!and!standards!with!regard!
to!computer!aided!drawing.!

Y!

The!section!Work!Requirements!for!a!graphics!folio!outlines!inclusions.!!

!
Graphical$communication$and$solution$of$
design$problems$using$manual$and$computer$
aided$drawing$are$important$techniques$in$
several$professions$and$occupations.$These$
links$are$not$fully$explicit$in$the$content$
statements$of$the$course$or$in$expectations$
about$how$student$learning$will$be$situated$in$
such$practices.$$
!
The$nature$and$type$of$design$problems$
around$which$the$course$assessment$is$
focused$is$not$clearly$articulated$in$the$course$
document.$
!
!

Specifications,

Does,the,Draft,
meet,this,aspect,of,
the,Specifications?,

TQA,Annotations,

Specific,work/outcomes,required,
!

4. A$course$document$that$complies$
with$the$course$template$and$that$
meet$the$requirements$for$
accreditation.$This$course$will$be$
based$on$updating$the$current$
courses$to$align$with$contemporary$
best$practice$in$Australia$and$
internationally,$paying$particular$
explicit$attention$to$the$issues$
identified$above.$$
,
An$accreditation$submission$for$this$course$
that$meets$the$general$requirements$for$
accreditation$submissions$(see$attachments)!
Criteria$and$related$standards$elements$that$
are$expressed$in$clear,$unambiguous$language.$
The$standards$must$clearly$describe$the$
features/characteristics$of$the$evidence$of$
student$work$required$by$the$standard.$
!

Y!

With!amendments!to!some!criterion!standards,!(see!below)!the!draft!course!
complies!with!the!TQA!course!template!and!requirements.!
!
Note:!
The!use!of!the!term!‘convey’!in!Learning!Outcomes!2!is!ambiguous.!
!
The!draft!course!aligns!with!contemporary!best!practice!in!Australia!and!
internationally.!See!annotations!above!also.!
!
!

Y!

Submitted.!!

N!

The!following!are!examples!of!terminology!that!does!not!meet!the!TQA!
guidelines.!(See!TQA!Developing!Assessment!Criteria!and!Performance!
Standards.)!
Criteria:!

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Criterion!1!(C1)!–!The!title!uses!‘standards’!and!the!standard!
dot!points!use!‘terms’.!This!is!inconsistent!
C1!–!There!is!an!unclear!distinction!between!‘different!contexts’!
and!‘range!of!contexts’!
C1,!C4!–!There!is!no!distinction!between!!
o ‘selects!and!uses’!and!‘identifies,!selects!and!uses’!
o ‘selects!and!uses’!and!‘applies’!
C2,!C3,!C4,!C5!–!use!frequency!to!distinguish!ratings!
C1!–!‘moderate!complexity’!
C3!–!the!second!set!of!dot!points!do!not!describe!an!action!
C3,!and!twice!in!C4!–!Ratings!B!and!A!have!the!same!standards!
C5,!C6!–!‘considers’,!‘reflects’!are!processes!that!are!undertaken!

Specifications,

Does,the,Draft,
meet,this,aspect,of,
the,Specifications?,

TQA,Annotations,

to!achieve!the!Learning!Outcomes.!
!
!
SUMMARY:!
Is!the!draft!course!suitable!for!exposure!as!part!of!the!!
accreditation!process?!
Progress!towards!a!course!for!accreditation!
(See!table!below)!
Nature/scope!of!work!required:!

No!
3!

•
•

Re\write!criteria!and!standards!to!meet!TQA!guidelines!
Amend!formatting!by!the!TQA!Office.!
!

!
!
1

The draft course
requires major rewriting
!

2

The draft course
requires some major
work

3

The draft course
requires some
clarifications,
refinements and/or
modifications

4

The draft course is
ready for Office
formatting

ATTACHMENT D: ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED COURSE

TQA Senior Secondary Course Accreditation Report
On Exposure Draft Course Document
Course:

Technical Graphic - Foundation

Course Proponent:

Tasmanian Qualifications Authority

Evaluator(s):

‘X’

Evaluation Date:

April 2014

Accreditation History:

This course replaces TEG215110 Technical Graphics –
Foundation TQA 2 that expired on 31 December 2014

Evaluation History:
1.

Rationale

The proposed course has a clearly
identifiable rationale which includes
consideration of strategic need,
demand, coherence and increasing
student participation/achievement
including appropriate consultation
with stakeholders.
2.

The proposed course has a clearly identified rationale which
outlines the demands and processes required for students to
undertake this course.
The relevant stakeholders consulted and involved in the writing
of this course are mentioned on page 14 of the document.
Preliminary consultation also involved Industry, TasTAFE and
UTAS

Coherence

2.a General Coherence
The proposed course
• must have educational aims and
learning outcomes appropriate for
students in the senior secondary
phase of education in Tasmania;
and
• must be at least at the equivalent
of the types of competencies
characteristic of AQF Cert I; and
• has a balance of learning of both
domain-specific and generic
skills and knowledge
• meets the TQA’s specifications
document (if applicable).

2.b Internal Coherence

The aims and learning outcomes are suitable for students
undertaking senior secondary education in Tasmania .

On page 2 of the course document, it states: “At TQA level 2,
the learner is expected to carry out tasks and activities that
involve a range of knowledge and skills, including some basic
theoretical and/or technical knowledge and skills. Limited
judgment is required, such as making an appropriate
selection from a range of given rules, guidelines or
procedures. VET competencies at this level are often those
characteristic of an AQF Certificate II.
The Learning Outcomes on page 2 of the course document have
a balance of theoretical and practical components, which
includes a blend of drawing, interpreting and problem solving
using diagrams prepared by hand or with suitable digital
software.
The proposed course meets the specification found at
Specifications2014 Item 8.1 Technical Graphics - Foundation.

Which is at: http://www.tqa.tas.gov.au/20058

•

•

there is clarity regarding what
content is compulsory, and what
(if any) is optional. Language
used reflects this (eg ‘must’ or
‘will’ not ‘should’ or ‘could’)
(if applicable) the degree of
optional content (eg choice
between units/topics) is limited.
Options allow for some
specialisation, but there is a
significant ‘core’ of common
content

•

there is clarity regarding the
sequence for delivery of content
(eg notations to say if the order in
which contents listed in the
document reflects compulsory or
suggested delivery sequencing)

•

there is a clear match between
the stated Learning Outcomes
Content and Criteria/Standards.

Note: while some Learning Outcomes
may be aspirational (nonassessed, eg ‘develop a positive
attitude towards…) the number
of such objectives is limited.
Overwhelmingly there is a clear
match between the outcomes and
the criteria/standards.

The course structure and requirements on page 3 details the
nature of the course:
“All course content is compulsory.
The topics of the Foundation Skills and Knowledge section are
to be undertaken in the listed sequence. The Graphics Folio
section will be undertaken after the Foundation Skills and
Knowledge section.”
Not applicable as all content is compulsory.

As mentioned above, there is a suggested delivery sequence.

There are 8 Learning Outcomes listed on page 2 and 6 Criteria
listed on page 8.
There is very clear link between the outcomes and the
criteria/standards.

2.c Coherence with other courses
•

if applicable, there are clear
linkages between a TQA 3 course
and a ‘Foundation’ course at
level 2 (or other specified TQA
accredited pathway courses).

Note: a ‘Foundation’ course is not a
simplified or ‘easier’ version of a
TQA 3 course. It has its own
distinctive features (content,
standards, criteria etc) but
prepares students who wish to
study at TQA 3 in the same/
similar learning area.

3.

Overlap with other courses

There is a stated pathway between this course and Technical
Graphics Level 3 on page 3 of the course document:
“Technical Graphics – Foundation TQA 2 will enhance the
opportunities for students to continue their learning in Technical
Graphics TQA 3 and/or prepare them for further study or
employment in vocational areas such as manufacturing, building
and construction, and engineering. “

There is a noted similarity between this course and Technical

Does the proposed course duplicate,
by titles or coverage
• other TQA senior secondary
accredited courses? or
• nationally accredited VET
courses?
If relevant, does the course document
identify where any outcomes meet the
requirements of VET units of competence
in Training Packages to the extent that a
learner may reasonably expect an RTO to
grant direct recognition (RPL, credit
transfer) for those units on the basis of
successful achievement in the TQA
accredited course.
Note: At its meeting of August 2012 the
Authority adopted the following guidelines
for the implementation of its policy about
overlap between VET and TQA accredited
courses:
• a course accreditation report must
identify any potential overlap
between the content (skills,
knowledge, competencies, learning
outcomes) of the course and the
skills, knowledge required in
competencies of training packages
• where a proposed course has
content that appears to be the same
as that in a Training Package but is
intended to be different, the course
must be explicit about the nature of
this difference
• a proposed course that includes
content found in competencies in
VET training packages may be
accredited where the Authority
considers the requirements of its
delivery as VET to Tasmanian senior
secondary students are insufficiently
relevant to the achievement of the
intended outcomes [For example,
reading and writing skills at
Australian Core Skills Framework
levels 1-3 are not clearly and
distinctly different across everyday
adult contexts including work to the
extent that assessment requires
current industry competence]
• in accrediting a course with content
found in competencies in VET
training packages the Authority will
decide the support (course
requirements and quality assurance)

Graphics TQA Level 3.
The Learning Outcomes are similar, although there is a clear
advancement of skills and techniques in the TQA level 3 course.
The resources required for the two courses, by necessity, are
identical and the wording is almost identical.
The course Modules and Topics for the two courses are also very
similar with some titles identical as in the following examples:
• First Principles
• Geometry
o Plane Geometry
o Solid Geometry
• The Design Process and Principles
It is stated on page 3 of the document that this course “ will
prepare students for further study or employment in vocational
areas such as manufacturing, building and construction, and
engineering.”

for relevant RPL, credit transfer or
articulation.
4.

Assessment

•

there is clarity regarding any
prescribed assessment
instruments and work
requirements

•

the standards are expressed in
clear, unambiguous language
(e.g. it is not acceptable that
standards are expressed in terms
such as ‘sound understanding =
C, good understanding = B’). The
standards must clearly describe
features/ characteristics of the
evidence of student work
required by the standard). Note:
panel to check criteria and all
standard elements against issues
noted in Appendix F of the
Course Writer’s Guide and make
comments here

•

(if applicable) the standards are
comparable with ACARA/
CCAFFL /VET standards in
regard to their level of
complexity and wording

the degree of difficulty/
complexity of the standards and
the range of criteria are
comparable with those in
accredited courses in the same/
similar learning area and level of
complexity/size value
Note courses used for comparison
and comments. Courses can be
found at
http://www.tqa.tas.gov.au/1053
Those used for comparison should
be in the same/similar ASCED
sector, be of the same TQA level.
Those most recently accredited are
recommended for comparison
purposes.

•

5.

Labelling and terminology

In formation regarding criterion based assessment is provided on
page 7 of the course document.

The skills and work requirements for this course are clearly
outlined on pages 8 to 13.
The standards are mostly expressed in clear, unambiguous
language.
One exception where the wording might be considered
subjective, is in the assessment of criterion 2, fifth row:
B Rating: “Uses a range of plane and solid geometry concepts to
solve problems”
A Rating: Uses a broad range of plane and solid geometry
concepts to solve problems”

There are no content statements developed by ACARA that are
relevant to this course.

The range of Criteria and degree of difficulty of the standards
are comparable to Design and Production DAP215114 TQA
Level 2. There are a similar number of Learning Outcomes and
assessable criteria, including the requirement to complete a folio
of work as evidence of attempting this subject.

The names used in courses and for
results (awards) are simple, plain,
readily understandable by
practitioners and not mislead
reasonable persons.
Are the names used for awards/title
consistent with current TQA
practice?
The language used to describe the
course, assessment and standards is
simple, plain and readily
understandable by practitioners.

The names used in the proposed course/awards/title are
unambiguous, appropriate and consistent with current TQA
practices.

The language used to describe the course is clear, simple and
easy to understand.

Note: panel to check document against
DoE ‘Without Prejudice: Guidelines for
Inclusive Language’ and note comments
here. This guideline is included in the last
section of the Course Writer’s Guide .
6.

Delivery

The methods of delivering the
proposed course are likely to achieve
the purposes, aims and learning
outcomes of the course.

On page 2 of the course document under “Course Description”,
it is stated that “Learners will study the first principles of
technical drawing” using drawing practices that incorporate both
manual and Computer Aided Drafting.
There is a recommended time of delivery for the various
modules of work. This is mentioned on page 3 of the course
document.

7.

Access

(If applicable) any limitations to
access based on age, gender,
employment, cultural, social or
educational background are explicit,
clearly stated and justified.
8.

It is recommended that 70% of course delivery time is allocated
to Section 1, although the modules within the section need not
be given equal delivery time.
Students are expected to spend 30% of delivery time covering
Section 2, preparing a graphics folio in an area of interest.
The precise nature of the folio is outlined at the bottom of page 6
of the document
Not relevant to this course

Quality Assurance

The assessment processes to be used
to determine whether a student has
achieved the learning outcomes of
the course are of standard sufficient
to deliver
• a match between the standards
for achievement specified in the
course and the standards
demonstrated by students; and

The following information is provided regarding Quality
Assurance, on page 7 of the course document:
“The following process will be facilitated by the TQA to ensure
there is:
•

a match between the standards of achievement specified
in the course and the skills and knowledge demonstrated
by students

• a level of comparability of
results/awards essentially the
same as for all other Authority
accredited courses; and
• community confidence in the
integrity and meaning of results.

•

Processes – The TQA will verify that course delivery and
assessment standards have been met by:
•

checking student attendance records

•

checking course delivery plans

•
9.

community confidence in the integrity and meaning of
the qualification.

o

assessment instruments

o

examples of student work that demonstrate the
use of marking guides

o

samples of student’s work that relate to the work
requirements of the course

conduct interviews with past and present students

Resource Requirements

On page 2 of the course document the following is clearly stated:

• What, if any, special
requirements are there for
providers of the course (eg
special equipment, resources)

“Learners require:
•

• Are these clearly described?
• What requirements are there for
the TQA (eg quality assurance,
external assessment)?

access to tee-squares, set squares, compasses,
parallel rolling rulers, scale rulers and drawing
pencils, pens and associated stationery

Note: the word stationery is spelt incorrectly in the course
document
•

access to computer technology, the internet and A3
printers.

Access to drawing boards is desirable.”
On page 7 it states:
“Internal assessment of all criteria will be made by the provider.
Providers will report the learner’s rating for each criterion to the
Tasmanian Qualifications Authority”
The Quality Assurance processes have already been mentioned
above in section 8 of this accreditation report.
10. Evaluation

The proposed course must identify
• course evaluation processes.

Course monitoring and evaluation processes are stated in the
course document on page 14 in the section “Course Evaluation”

11. Size /Complexity

• Are the level of complexity and
size value of the course clearly
described?

Yes this information is provided clearly on page 2 of the course
document.

• Does the ‘amount’ of content/
assessment regime match the size
value indicated?

Yes, the ‘amount’ of content and assessment regime, match what
would be expected of any TQA course of size value equal to 15.

• Does the nature/aim/purpose of
the course, its content, learning
outcomes and assessment
standards match the
characteristics of the learning at
this level of complexity? (see
paragraph in course size and
complexity section of the course
document for these
characteristics).

The section on page 2 of the course document states that “This
course has a complexity level of TQA level 2”

12. Qualifications

• List the qualifications (including
award types) to be conferred on
successful completion of the
course
• Is this information included in the
course documentation?

Overall Observations

The following list of qualifications is in the document on page
14:
Qualifications available
TECHNICAL GRAPHICS- Foundation, TQA Level 2
(with the award of):
EXCEPTIONAL ACHIEVEMENT
HIGH ACHIEVEMENT
COMMENDABLE ACHIEVEMENT
SATISFACTORY ACHIEVEMENT
PRELIMINARY ACHIEVEMENT

The proposed course has appropriate TQA Level 2 complexity
and standards.

ATTACHMENT E: PROPOSED COURSE
Please visit www.tqa.tas.gov.au/3435 to access course document.

